
BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED 
[A Government of India Enterprise] 

CORPORATE OFFICE
PERSONNEL BRANCH 

Bharat Sanchar Bhawan, 4th Floor, Janpath, New Delhi - 110 001. 

No.: BSNLCO-PR/13/11/2020-PERS-II-Part () Dated: 06 .09.2021

ORDER 

Sub: Regular Promotion in the grade of SDE (Telecom) in BSNL forgo/refusal of Promotion- 
regarding. 

Approval of the Competent Authority is hereby conveyed for acceptance of request of refusal

of promotion of the following JTO of Telecom Stream to the grade of SDE (T) on regular basis issued

vide this office order of even number dated 08.07.2021. 

Accordingly, the promotion order is hereby CANCELLED w.e.f. from the date of refusal by 
the executives as shown against their names in accordance to BSNL CO letter No. 400 204/ 2013-

Pers.I dated 01.11.2013 & BSNLCO-PERS/15(17)/1/2020-PERSI dated 31.08.2020 and they will 
continue to remain in their substantive grade as JTO. 

2. 

SI.NoName (Smt. /Sh.) HR No. Present Circle Date of refusal by 
the Executive 
07.08.2021 

25.07.2021 
17.08.2021 

MALA M 

SHIVARAMU 
KHDIVAKARA 

The above mentioned Executive will not be considered for any promotion (either regular or 

adhoc or even look after arrangement) for a period of one year or till the preparation of next panel, 
whichever is later, from the date of refusal by the Executive. Also, the next time bound pay scale
upgradation under EPP of the employee (after the date of said promotion order) shall be postponed for 

200204581 
200201286 

200204328 

KTK 
KTK 

KTK 
3. 

a period of two years from the due date." 

Hence, regular promotion being refused by the Executive and refusal being accepted by the 
Appointing Authority, the promotion to the higher grade, the executive will lose seniority vis-à-vis
their juniors promoted to the higher grade earlier. 

4. 

5. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority. 

RR olal2021 
(R. Ranjit Kumar)

AGM (DPC-JM) 
To: 
1. CGMT, KTK Circle.
2. CAO concerned/ Officer concerned (Through CGM). 
Copy To: 
1. PGM (Pers)/DGM (Pers -DPC), BSNL, Co 
2. Sr.GM (Estt.)/AGM (Pers.IV), BSNL CO 
3. Rajbhasha Adhikari, BSNL CO for Hindi version
4. Guard File/Order Bundle/ BSNL Intranet

N. Vijayan)
Dy. Manager (Pers.)


